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This first book-length appraisal of the pioneering perspectives of Sarah Bowdich Lee (1791–1856) on natural

history in the first half of the nineteenth century pivotally highlights the intercultural, interdisciplinary and multi-

genre reach of her work.

This first book-length appraisal of the pioneering perspectives of Sarah Bowdich Lee (1791–1856) on natural history in the first half of

the nineteenth century pivotally highlights the intercultural, interdisciplinary and multi-genre reach of her work. The fact that she

undertook it independently and transnationally over three decadeschallenges approaches to women, gender and national nineteenth-

century scientific endeavour that have defined women at work in the period by their secondary roles (to more famous men in science)

that also delimit their contributions and discoveries(as domestic). By focusing on how Sarah undertook her science despite the many

bars to women in its fields, this study also promotes one woman’s blueprint for non-conformist independent work and, in

consequence, an alternative paradigm for the ‘leaky pipeline’ model still informing women’s careers in STEM(M) today.

Key selling points

The first major study of the works of Sarah Bowdich Lee (1791–1856) for their pioneering perspectives on natural history

A major new intervention on the interdisciplinary and cross-cultural contributions by women to nineteenth-century natural

history

A significant reappraisal of the multi-genre dissemination of nineteenth-century natural history in word and image

An important case study for rethinking ‘the leaky pipeline’ model still dominating women’s careers in STEM(M) today.

About the Author(s) / Editor(s)

Mary Orr is the Buchanan Chair of French at the University of St Andrews. Her specialist research in nineteenth-century French

studies connects its literatures, histories and cultures, and includesthe natural and earth sciences in their ambit.
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